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a b s t r a c t
Spherical shaped anatase nanoparticles (ø 5 nm) have been synthesized in the ionic liquid 1(3-hydroxypropyl)-3-methylimidazolium-bis(triﬂuoromethanesulfonyl)amide from titanium tetraisopropoxide by ultrasound assisted synthesis under ambient conditions. XRD, EDX, TEM, XPS, Raman,
UV–vis, PL and BET measurements have been employed for characterization of the nanostructure of asprepared TiO2 . XRD and Raman measurements both show that the obtained material is crystalline with
anatase structure. The morphology of TiO2 nanoparticles was characterized by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The bandgap of the TiO2 nanocrystals estimated from XRD and UV–vis measurements
is about 3.3 eV. The surface area of a typical sample is 177 m2 g−1 . The synthesized anatase nanocrystals
show good photocatalytic activity in the degradation of methylorange.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Various applications exist for titania due to its transparency in
the visible and absorption in the ultraviolet region of light. By far
the most important is its use as a white pigment (Pigment White
6 or CI 77891). Because of its low toxicity it can even be used as a
food pigment (E171). Titania is also an excellent candidate for ﬁlter
materials, as for example in sunscreens [1]. Other potential applications include TiO2 as an electrode material in photochemical solar
cells [2] and as a dielectric in thin ﬁlm capacitors [3], for fog proof
and self-cleaning glasses [4]. Its photocatalytical activity renders
titania an exceptional anti-bacterial, anti-viral, fungicidal material
and TiO2 can be used for self-cleaning surfaces, deodorizing as well
as waste water treatment and for water puriﬁcation. From its multiple applications it becomes quite clear that an immense interest
exists in the synthesis of titania, especially on the nano-scale.
Titania, TiO2 , predominately occurs in nature in three crystalline
phases which differ by the connectivity of the TiO6 octahedra:
rutile, anatase, and brookite. In addition, two high-pressure phases
have been found in nature [5] and other modiﬁcations were synthesized in the lab. However, they all contain titanium(IV) in
higher coordination numbers [6]. The different polymorphs have
not only different structures but also different physical properties
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such as refractive index, densities etc., and their chemical properties such as photocatalytic activity deviate. Amorphous titania
has negligible photocatalytic activity [7]. The surface enthalpies of
the three natural TiO2 polymorphs rutile, anatase and brookite are
distinctly different and the obtained modiﬁcation highly depends
on the preparation method and sample post-treatment. Anatase
is the most stable modiﬁcation for small particle samples with
high surface areas, followed by brookite and rutile [8]. However, it is quite difﬁcult to obtain crystalline TiO2 under ambient
conditions. Unfortunately, traditional hydrous sol–gel synthesis
often results in amorphous TiO2 . Crystallization of these samples
at elevated temperature is likely to destroy the nanostructures
[9]. Via a non-aqueous sol–gel method crystalline material could
be obtained [10]. Aside from sol–gel, micelle, inverse micelle,
hydro- and solvothermal, direct oxidation, CVD (chemical vapor
deposition), PVD (physical vapor deposition), electrodeposition,
microwave and other methods have been studied [11]. Sonochemical synthesis can be an alternative mean to the above mentioned
synthetic methods. It has been used in the preparation of many
materials such as metal, oxide, sulﬁde, and carbide nanoparticles
and has recently become popular in combination with ILs as the
reaction medium [12]. Recently, ionic liquids as widely tunable
and neoteric solvents have been explored as media in the synthesis of TiO2 nanostructures. Room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs)
are currently receiving increasing interest for materials synthesis
due to their favorable properties such as thermal and chemical
stability, the ability to dissolve a variety of materials and often
no measurable vapor pressure [13]. The recent developments in
the use of the RTILs as reaction media for inorganic nanomaterials

